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1. UNECE and ITS

• Why?
• ITS = tool to achieve sustainable mobility
• Transport is global
2. UNECE Research and Strategy

Research findings
- ITS is under-utilized
- Resistance to societal changes
- Lack of common definition
- Lack of Infrastructure
- Lack of Harmonization

The way forward - UNECE Strategy Package for ITS
- Background paper
- Strategic note
- Road Map
3. UNECE strategy on ITS

- Background document
- Strategic note
- Road Map
4. Possible contribution from WP.5

- Action 6, 16 and 18
- Analytical work
- Cost-benefit assessment methodologies
5. UNECE Working Parties work already on ITS

- Liability
- Driver distraction
- Telematics
- River Information Systems
- In-vehicle ITS
6. Promote ITS outside UN

- International Transport Forum (ITF)
- International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
- International Road Federation (IRF)
- ERTICO - ITS Europe
- ITC policy segment 2012
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